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Abstract The next generation communication networks
will comprise of third-generation (3G) and fourth-generation
(4G) cellular and multi-hop ad hoc networks. In particular,
the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
and the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks will play a signifi-
cant role. The UMTS can provide Internet service in wide
areas with excellent mobility support while IEEE 802.11
can provide high speed last hop connectivity in indoor en-
vironment. The performance of the offered end-to-end TCP
connection when these two different technologies come to-
gether to serve the users is an important aspect to be stud-
ied. In this paper, we build an analytical model to model
the complete process of TCP packet transfer over this in-
tegrated network. The delay and end-to-end throughput are
modeled. We also verify the simulation results considering
the usual error rate in UMTS channels. Our analytical re-
sults match well with the simulation models that are widely
used. Apart from modeling the Internet connectivity, our
model can be used for multitude of tasks, such as gateway
selection, resource reservation, etc., in the next generation
cellular multi-hop networks.
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1 Introduction

Recent fast paced developments in wireless technologies en-
able mobile electronic devices to connect with each other as
well as the Internet using different radio technologies. Al-
ready a widespread deployment of the third generation (3G)
cellular networks such as Universal Mobile Telecommuni-
cations System (UMTS) technology enables high data rate
access to the Internet even at a higher speed. Meanwhile,
the IEEE 802.11 technology enables short range high speed
connection in two modes—infrastructure and ad-hoc modes,
usually for indoor users moving at a very low speed.

Both technologies have their own advantages and disad-
vantages. While 3G cellular networks can provide cover-
age over a very large area and support high mobility (see
Fig. 1), its data rate is still limited. The peak data rate is
14.4 Mbps for its High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HS-
DPA) enhancement. Not every device has a high speed 3G
connectivity because of the costs involved. On the other
hand IEEE 802.11 can offer large data rate (i.e. 54 Mbps
for IEEE 802.11g) and it is popular for its ease of use and
low cost amongst many mobile electronic devices such as
PDAs. Thus, integrating these two technologies can make
these devices which do not have 3G cellular network inter-
face access to the Internet.

Let us take a simple yet substantive example. Travelers
on a long journey would like to access the Internet for at
least low speed network. Say, in the train there can be few
devices with UMTS interface to connect to the UMTS base
station. These UMTS devices can act as a gateway with

mailto:R.R.VenkateshaPrasad@tudelft.nl
mailto:J.L.Zhou@tudelft.nl
mailto:Y.Lu@tudelft.nl
mailto:I.Niemegeers@tudelft.nl
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Fig. 1 An overview of integrated network architecture

both UMTS and 802.11 interfaces. The passengers can use
their laptops/PDAs to surf the Internet via their 802.11 in-
terfaces [1]. Thus this integrated network can be provided
always on connectivity everywhere and anywhere. Not only
the Internet connectivity, we can leverage the advantages of
integration of these two technologies and gain many other
benefits. Some examples are, load balancing for 3G cellu-
lar network, relaying traffic for the device in bad channel
condition, and enabling mobile mesh network and mobile
hot spots. Further, the nodes in ad-hoc networks can select
different relaying nodes and gateways to achieve the best
performance on the fly.

Although extensive simulations have been done for some
scenarios for single TCP flow in [1], it is hard to use those
results in practice because the simulated scenarios are still
limited. The simulation work presented can hardly cover
all the combinations of topologies and packet error rates.
Meanwhile, the packet error rate is also variable in the real
environment. The telecom operators can not only rely on
the simulation to predict the end-to-end performance for any
particular scenario in real time (with many parameters such
as number of users, number of hops, different error rates,
different TCP configurations).

An analytical model can help us to understand the inte-
grated network in detail. However, for this integrated net-
work, currently, no analytical model is available that can es-
timate the throughput and decompose the delay for different
scenarios. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to provide
a faster and simpler method for the telecom operators to cal-
culate the expected end-to-end throughput. Especially, when
multiple IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc nodes are added to the inte-
grated network, the model can become complex. The model
can be used to investigate the resource reservation, the QoS
provisioning and so on. Due to the special bottleneck ef-

fect described in [1], an analytical model can help us to pre-
dict the UMTS channel usage and make the proper resource
reservation for the UMTS system when a new user in ad-hoc
network wants to join the integrated network.

Thus the contributions of this article are, (a) we pro-
vide a complete understanding of the TCP over an inte-
grated network explaining various aspects in such a network;
(b) a model to present an integrated UMTS and IEEE 802.11
networks; (c) the performance analysis of the integrated net-
work under various conditions are also presented here; and
(d) we also provide extensive simulation results. Thus this
study will be of immense use for the network planners and
service providers for enhancing their services as well as al-
lowing users with only IEEE 802.11 radio to connect to the
Internet. We specifically use a simple methodology here. We
first decompose the TCP transmission delay into different
stages. At each stage, we try to propose an analytical model
first and compare it with the thorough simulation studies.
Particularly, we use four stages here, RLC bitmap acknowl-
edgement delay, RLC packet delay, TCP roundtrip time and
finally the overall throughput. We explain them in sequel,
the throughput we are trying to model refers to the saturated
throughput with TCP traffic.

This paper is organized as follows. The related work is
introduced in Sect. 2. The integrated network architecture
and protocols are discussed in Sect. 3. Our analytical model
for integrated network and its comparison with the simula-
tion results are discussed in Sect. 4, and the paper concludes
in Sect. 5.

2 Related studies

The integrated network architecture described in this paper
was first proposed in [1]. Lot of work have also proposed
some architectures for integrating the 3G cellular and ad-hoc
networks. Hybrid cellular and IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network
architecture is proposed in [2]. Instead of multi-hop, their
work focused on one-hop relay in the ad-hoc network. The
rationale behind their design was to reduce the system com-
plexity, to avoid the impact of inefficient ad-hoc routing as
well as inefficient medium access mechanism. A hybrid cel-
lular and ad-hoc network architecture viz, UCAN was pro-
posed in [3] to increase cell throughput without sacrificing
the fairness. The proposed architecture requires every mo-
bile station to have both cellular and IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc
links. The authors of [4] have described an integrated ad-
hoc and cellular network architecture whereby base stations
are involved in coordinating peer-to-peer communication in
order to increase cell throughput and coverage. However,
none of them discuss the end-to-end performance over this
new integrated network. A great deal of effort was expended
to analyze the performance of transport protocols (Trans-
port Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol
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(UDP)) over these two networks separately by means of an-
alytical models, simulations and measurements. Analytical
models for the TCP performance over UMTS/HSDPA net-
work and IEEE 802.11 network can be found in [5, 6] and
in [5, 7, 8], respectively. The throughput of TCP over UMTS
and HSDPA was analyzed in [6]. However only lower down-
link speed was modeled. Besides, there is no model for find-
ing the average delay of the Radio Link Control protocol
(RLC) packets. The TCP/IP performance over 3G network
was analyzed in [9], where the TCP packet delay is ana-
lyzed with simulations. A good analytical model was built
in [5], which reports the detailed delay composition of the
CDMA2000 system. However, the UMTS system described
in this paper have a different transmission mechanism. Some
other notable studies on modeling and optimization of the
RLC layer in the UMTS/HSDPA System are given in [10–
13], where the performance of the RLC layer was analyzed
using simulations and mathematical models. However, none
of them analyzed the integrated network bottleneck effects.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper which
tackles the end-to-end performance of the novel integrated
network with an analytical model and compares the results
with those of simulation. The throughput modeling for IEEE
802.11 ad-hoc network can be found in [7, 8]. Specifically
in our work, we furnish a holistic study of a 3G and IEEE
802.11 network considering end-to-end characteristics. We
provide a model as well as show that the model is close to
the reality through simulations. In particular, we extend the
EURANE model in ns-2 to support UMTS and IEEE 802.11
integrated network. Compared to all the other previous work
this study would lead to a methodology to find an analytical
model to design an integrated network. It could also be used
in optimizing the performance of many protocols and ser-
vices over such an integrated network.

Recently, more research works have been published fo-
cusing the performance of HSPA network [14] and LTE net-
work [15]. It is true that the UMTS technology has been
in use for sometime now, and now it is expected that HSPA
and LTE will replace it. Meanwhile, the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc
network is proposed quite a long ago and not used too much
in reality. There are indeed some modeling done indeed for
HSDPA and IEEE 802.11 integrated network separately and
there are some simulation results in [16]. However, the pur-
pose of this work is to start with some important questions
and also using the simulation models correctly. This work is
an important issue currently for telecom operators. The ma-
chine to machine communication [17], which means more
connections between the devices is growing tremendously
currently can benefit from this work. For the people’s mobile
phone, HSPA or LTE network is necessary to provide fast
connections, for the machine to machine network, UMTS
already can provide a good connection for most of appli-
cations. For example, traffic information can be feed to the

cars online in the navigation system, since this information
may not need high bandwidth channels, UMTS channel is
enough for it. IEEE 802.11 can be used to relay this traf-
fic information for those who does not have UMTS connec-
tion, Meanwhile, there are already products like MiFi [18]
build the integrated network as we described, in one side it
can connect to the UMTS/HSPA network, at another side it
can provide WiFi access for up to 5 users, which is sold by
the operators to provide data coverage for those devices that
provide many services may not have the 3G interface due to
the cost or power. However, only one hop 802.11 connection
is supported. Then integrated networks like what we have
can be greatly useful for those scenarios. Indeed there will
be many of these types of heterogeneous networks in future
since not all devices would have 3G connectivity. Therefore
we feel that there will be many occasions where an inte-
grated network would be useful.

3 Integrated network architecture and simulation setup

In this section, we introduce the architecture of the inte-
grated network and the protocol stacks used in this archi-
tecture. Specially, we decompose the TCP round trip time.

3.1 Integrated network architecture and protocols

The integrated network architecture is as shown in Fig. 1.
A host is connected to the Internet through IEEE 802.11 ra-
dio and the UMTS network. A node that has both UMTS
radio interface and IEEE 802.11 radio interface acts as a
gateway to connect to the UMTS network and the ad-hoc
network. The node in the IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network can
use the gateway to relay the TCP packets and to access the
Internet. We can see that both these wireless networks can
affect the performance of TCP flows. Based on the bottle-
neck link, the end-to-end TCP throughput is determined by
one of the subnetworks.

To be able to realize the integrated network, we use the
following network protocol stacks as depicted in Fig. 2. The
IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network may have different topolo-
gies, like star, mesh etc. We use the chain topology to study
the impact of the number of hops on end-to-end through-
put. We only study the performance up to four hops, since
the connection with more than 5 hops will have very small
throughput. We can see that the right side of the stack is
the UMTS core network, which consists of NodeB, Radio
Network Controller (RNC), Serving GPRS Support Node
(SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The
UMTS network and the IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc networks are
interconnected via a hybrid device called UMTS-802.11 Ad-
hoc gateway (referred to as mobile gateway now onwards),
which has two different network interfaces as depicted in
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Fig. 2 Protocol stack across the integrated network

Fig. 2. To enable the nodes in the ad-hoc network to find
and select the mobile gateway, gateway discovery protocol
is implemented over the IP layer in the mobile gateway. The
mobile gateway implements the ad-hoc routing protocol to
relay the TCP packets to support the ad-hoc network to con-
nect to the Internet.

3.2 TCP packet transmission procedure

Due to the high loss probability in UMTS links, the lower
layer segmentation and retransmission scheme is used. We
assume that most of the traffic is on the downlink. It means
that the TCP packets are sent from the Internet to the cellu-
lar network and then to the IEEE 802.11 network. The TCP
packet is segmented into smaller RLC packets, see Fig. 3.
The RLC packets can be lost during the transmission over
UMTS downlink channel. The receiver side of RLC packet
(the gateway) will send acknowledgement consisting of the
bitmap of packets that were lost to the RLC sender. This trig-
gers the retransmission process of RLC packets. The RLC
packets have to wait for some time before retransmission.
Once all the RLC packets within the TCP packets are cor-
rectly received, the TCP packet can be further forwarded.
In the simulation, we have not set a limit on the number

of retransmissions of RLC packets to enable the compari-
son with the analysis, which is for the sake of simplicity in
analysis.1 This means, every RLC packet will be transmitted
successfully eventually. For the uplink, we assume that there
are no errors, which means the TCP acknowledgements will
be transmitted only once through the uplink channel. Also,
since no packets are really lost, the TCP will work in steady
state which allows us to use the bandwidth delay product to
model the TCP throughput.

3.3 Assumptions for the mathematical model

In this paper, we made some assumptions to make the analy-
sis tractable and simple yet useful to operators. We list them
as follows:

3.3.1 Error free IEEE 802.11 channel

In this work, we assume that there is no error in the IEEE
802.11 channel. It is common to see that some links have

1The real UMTS system normally sets the maximum number of re-
transmission to 10, with the RLC packet error rate used in this paper,
the probability that a RLC packet are really lost is quite small and thus
can be neglected.
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Fig. 3 Decomposition of round
trip time of TCP packets

perfect connection. In [19, Fig. 3], the packet delivery ratio
for 2 Mbps can be 1 for certain period despite the severe
interfering environment. Meanwhile, if there are packet er-
rors in certain channels, we can also estimate the expected
packet delay in the ad hoc network. Even then we can still
model the end-to-end throughput.

3.3.2 Error free UMTS uplink

We assume that the UMTS uplink is error free to simplify
the model. This is because the network bottleneck is always
located at the UMTS downlink. This is because the TCP re-
ceiver located in the ad hoc network and the TCP packets are
much larger than the acknowledgement packets. We may use
coding schemes and other techniques to reduce the packet
error rate in the uplink. This is done to simplify the analysis
in the paper.

3.3.3 The packet waiting time in RNC buffer time is known
from the system

In the model, we get the average waiting time of RLC
packets in the RNC from the simulation. This is be-
cause in the real system, this information can be easily
found.

3.3.4 Only one traffic flow in the system

In this work, we assume only one TCP traffic flow in the
network to simplify the model as a beginning. With multiple
TCP flows the analysis would be complicated, which is out
of the scope of this paper.

3.4 Simulation model

The simulation setup and the topology is as shown in Fig. 4.
Our main focus in this article is on UMTS network and since
there are many studies which have discussed the modeling
of the IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network in depth, we do not
further model the throughput in IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc net-
work explicitly. An extensive research has been reported in
[7, 8]. Here we used multi-hop connection in our simulation
topology, that means we can choose TCP receiver at 1-hop,
2-hop, 3-hop and 4-hop mobile node. The delay and connec-
tion bandwidth for the UMTS network is as shown in Fig. 4.
We also list all our simulation parameters in the Table 1.

4 An analytical model of the integrated network

In this section, we present the various stages of our analyti-
cal model in the sequel. We also provide a comparison of our
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Fig. 4 Simulation topology

Table 1 Parameters for simulation

Values

UMTS

RLC block error rate 0–50

Poll timer 40–100 ms

Status prohibit timer 20–60 ms

Uplink bandwidth 384, 2048 kbps

Downlink TTI 10 ms

Uplink bandwidth 384 kbps

UPlink TTI 10 ms

RLC window size 4096

IEEE 802.11

IEEE 802.11 bandwidth 11 Mbps

RTS\CTS Threshold 3000 Bytes

TCP Reno

TCP window size 256 segments

TCP packet size 512 Bytes

analytical model with the simulation results at each stage.
While providing the model, we also draw attention to sim-
ple yet practical assumptions we have made. To simplify the
analysis we first model two networks in this integrated net-
work scenario separately, then we combine them while using
the network bottleneck. Since the TCP throughput is indeed
sensitive to the bottleneck router, we employ this method
here. We assume an error in UMTS RLC layer, but no er-
ror in IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network. In reality there could
be some links with perfect delivery, especially when IEEE
802.11 uses low data rate modulations such as 11 Mbps.
When there are errors in ad-hoc network, the throughput
can still be modeled as in [7, 8]. So we can still combine
the two network models in our integrated network to find
the end-to-end throughput. The UMTS system uses an ARQ
mechanism against the packet loss. However, the end-to-end
delay for each TCP packet increases when packets are lost
at the RLC, but during the simulation time no timeout event
occurs thus only the delay will be increased but it will not

cause TCP timeout. We set the simulation time to be 100 s,
and the TCP start up process takes about 3 s. After the start
up period, the system comes into the steady state. Since we
are interested in the throughput delivered by this integrated
network, our model focuses only on the steady state. The
definition of all the symbols used in our model can be found
in Table 2.

4.1 Throughput modeling for UMTS core network

In this section, based on the decomposition of the TCP
packet over integrated network (see Fig. 3), we will model
the TCP throughput over UMTS network by four different
steps and each step is interdependent. First, we will model
the frequency of RLC packet bitmap acknowledgements.
Then we model the expected RLC time over UMTS chan-
nel. Later we analyze the TCP packet round trip time and fi-
nally we use the bandwidth delay product to model the TCP
throughput over UMTS network.

4.1.1 Bitmap acknowledgement

The UMTS system implemented in Eurane Simulator uses
the Bitmap acknowledgement method [20]. The transmit-
ter and receiver pair in the bitmap system works in the fol-
lowing way. The transmitter sets a poll bit in a RLC packet
based on meeting four different conditions shown in Fig. 5.
The status prohibit timer at the receiver side controls when
to send a status bitmap message. Once an acknowledged
message is sent back to the sender, the prohibit timer will
start. If the poll is received during the prohibit time, no sta-
tus message will be sent out. The status prohibit timer is
set to prevent the system to generate redundant retransmis-
sions.2 However, if the status bitmap is generated too slowly,
the channel can not be fully utilized since too many packets
are unacknowledged and will be waiting in the transmitter’s

2The redundant retransmission is caused because the bitmap message
only indicates a RLC packet at position k is received or not. The RLC
packets transmitted in different transmissions are the same; there is no
sequencing to differentiate them.
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Table 2 Summary of the symbols used

Value Description Unit

PRLC(k) the probability that a RLC packet is successfully delivered at kth time transmission –

p the RLC packet error rate –

Twait the waiting time in RLC buffer s

Tbitmap the bitmap message coming interval s

TRLC(k) the total delay for a RLC packet which has k times transmission s

N the number of RLC packets able to be transmitted in one TTI –

Bdownlink the downlink bandwidth kbps

q the percentage of the transmitted RLC packets may be redundantly transmitted –

Lbuff er the length of the buffer in RNC Bytes

m the number of RLC packets in a TCP packet –

Pr(k) the probability that the latest RLC packet arrive at kth transmission –

PRLC(n ≤ k) the probability that a RLC packet can be successfully delivered within k times transmissions –

TT CP (k) the delay for a TCP packet in which the latest RLC packet arrives at kth transmission s

VRLC the RLC packets throughput Bps

VT CP the TCP packets throughput Bps

ST CP the data size of a TCP packet Bytes

ShT CP the header size of TCP Bytes

Ship the header size of IP Bytes

Fig. 5 Bitmap acknowledgement process

buffer. The detailed process of the bitmap acknowledgement
is depicted in Fig. 5. In the Fig. 5, T represents the period
between the event of receiving current poll message and the
time of sending the last acknowledgement.

Rate of the incoming TCP/RLC packet has an impact on
the rate of sending polls. The rate of sending polls will im-
pact the bitmap rate in turn and thus affects the TCP trans-
mission rate. The incoming TCP rate is the speed that TCP
sender (at the Internet) sends out the TCP packets. The TCP
packets may be queued at the RNC node and the length of
the queue also keeps on changing based on the difference
between TCP and RLC rates. During the whole communi-

cation process, the average value for those two rates are the
same, but, the instantaneous value of these two rates might
be different. The TCP transmission rate will further impact
the TCP process and affects the TCP sending rate from the
TCP sender. This is therefore a non-linear problem, which
means the delay in delivering TCP packets is affected by the
rate at which RLC packet is delivered and vice versa. There-
fore, the exact modeling of the process of incoming bitmap
is not possible. However, we set quite a low value for the poll
timer so that the incoming rate of bitmap acknowledgement
at the sender can be approximated to be of uniform distribu-
tion. In the simulation, we set different timer values for the
status prohibit timer based on different channel bandwidth.3

We approximated the bitmap process to a linear process.
However, the system behaves at p = 0.0 and p > 0.0 is dif-
ferent this is also a cause for this difference partially. A per-
fect model could alleviate this problem which is complex.
Furthermore, we used the average TCP packet delay from
the simulations (as has been done earlier in [22], we use the
same method as them to simplify the analysis) which may
also induce some approximation due to variance.

4.1.2 RLC packet delay

If the TCP sender is in a fixed network as shown in Fig. 4,
for the TCP data packet the RLC transmitter is RNC node

3Based on [21], the optimal timer value depends on the simulation set-
ting.
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itself. Once a TCP packet gets into the RLC transmitter, it
is segmented into smaller RLC packets of 40 bytes [20].
These RLC packets are independent of each other. Once all
the RLC packets corresponding to a TCP packet arrive at the
RLC receiver, the TCP packet is constructed again.

Since we are using the TCP traffic, we always try to ana-
lyze the saturation throughput of a TCP flow. The RLC error
rate determines the switching of the network bottleneck be-
tween UMTS and ad hoc wireless network. Therefore, the
RLC error rate is used as x-axis in the following figures.
The main focus of this model is to study this so as to provide
some tool to the operators to quickly determine the capabil-
ity of the network to support users.

We assume uniform error distribution and, also we as-
sume the packet error rate to be the same for each trans-
mission. Unlimited number of retransmissions are allowed,
which means RLC packet will never be lost but delay will
increase if the error rate increases. The rationale behind this
assumption is that, in normal channel conditions, the prob-
ability that a packet is retransmitted more than 10 times is
almost 0. Since channels normally have less than 10% error
our model is quite close to the reality. Therefore, assuming
unlimited number of retransmission for the sake of making
the analysis simple has no bearing compared to the imple-
mentation, however there could be a negligible approxima-
tion error compared to the analysis. To model the delay dis-
tribution of RLC packets, we need to model the probability
of number of transmissions for a single RLC packet and the
delay for each transmission.

We denote the RLC packet error rate by p, then the prob-
ability that a RLC packet will be delivered using only one
transmission is (1 − p), and the probability for transmit-
ting twice is p(1 − p). Hence, the probability to transmit
the same RLC packet k times before successful delivery is
expressed as,

PRLC(k) = pk−1(1 − p); (1)

We can divide the transmission of an RLC packet into
three phases. In Phase-I, the packet is in the transmission
buffer. If the first transmission is not successful, the RLC
packet will be placed at the end of the retransmission buffer
and it will wait for the second transmission, this is the Phase-
II. If the RLC packet is transmitted for ≥3 times, it will be
always in the retransmission buffer and this transmission is
said be in Phase-III.

For the Phase-I transmission, the RLC packet will ex-
perience the enqueue delay and delay in the transmission
stage taking two Transmission Time Intervals (TTI). We use
TRLC(k) to denote the delay for an RLC packet which has k

transmissions in total. Once the RLC packet is transmitted,
the transmitter will move the packet to the retransmission
buffer and wait for the bitmap message. After the RLC pack-
ets move to the retransmission buffer, the Phase II starts.

If the RLC packet is lost, it will wait in the buffer for re-
transmission, or else it will be deleted from the buffer. The
waiting time in the buffer depends on the buffer length, and
the buffer length depends on the channel bandwidth and fre-
quency of receiving the bitmap. We use Twait to denote the
waiting time in the RLC buffer. For the Phase-III transmis-
sion, since the RLC packet is already in the front of RLC
buffer, it only needs to wait for a bitmap message for trans-
mission. The increased delay for the third transmission is
equal to Tbitmap, where Tbitmap represents the arrival interval
of bitmap messages. Hence, we can express the total delay
for a packet that is transmitted k times, TRLC(1) = 2 ∗ TTI
for k = 1; and

TRLC(k) = 2 ∗ TTI ∗ 2 + Twait + (k − 2) ∗ Tbitmap ∀k > 1

(2)

The average delay of RLC packets can be expressed as,

E[TRLC(k)] =
∞∑

k=1

PRLC(k) ∗ TRLC(k). (3)

We discuss now Twait. The UMTS system offers different
downlink channel data rates: 64, 128, 384 and 2048 kbps.
We used Bdownlink to denote the downlink bandwidth. We
choose two different typical downlink data rate, 384 kbps
and 2048 kbps. The uplink bandwidth is always set as
384 kbps. Now, we have to consider the bitmap interval. As
indicated in [13, 21], the timer for bitmap has to be carefully
selected in order to gain the highest end-to-end throughput.
We set the timer value as shown in Table 1. One bitmap mes-
sage is 40 Bytes, and each bit can acknowledge one RLC
packet. Therefore, one bitmap message can acknowledge a
maximum of 320 RLC packets. The number of RLC pack-
ets, N , that can be transmitted in one TTI is,

N = TTI ∗ Bdownlink

40 ∗ 8
(4)

For each TTI, with 384 kbps channel 12 RLC packets can
be transmitted and With 2048 kbps channel 72 RLC packets
can be transmitted. Based on the timer setting for 384 kbps,
the bitmap can be sent fast enough to acknowledge all the
transmitted packets so that there will be no packet accumu-
lating in the RLC transmission buffer. Hence, Twait is deter-
mined only by the arrival interval of the bitmap Tbitmap.

For the 2048 kbps channel, the bitmap is much more
complex. As described in Sect. 4.1.1, if the bitmap comes
too fast there will be many redundant retransmissions. Al-
though the end-to-end average delay of RLC may be de-
creased, the system bandwidth is wasted and the end-to-
end TCP throughput is also lower. If the bitmap comes too
slowly, the RLC packet end-to-end average delay will in-
crease tremendously. We also validate this by simulation and
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Fig. 6 Average RLC packet delay

select the bitmap timer value as in Table 1. The poll timer is
set to be larger than the prohibit timer so that it does not
push the bitmap too fast, which means that the system will
not have redundant retransmissions and the RLC packet ar-
rival and departure rate is the same for the retransmission
buffer. This is the steady state.

Twait will be the time that all previous RLC packets
have been transmitted. Two factors need to be considered:
(1) those retransmitted RLC packets can be lost again dur-
ing the transmission; (2) we model that q percentage of the
transmitted RLC packets may be redundantly transmitted.
Hence, Twait can be expressed as,

Twait = Lbuffer × (1 + p) × ∑∞
k=1 pk × 320

2048 × 103
, (5)

where Lbuffer represents the buffer length. Based on (3), we
use different RLC packet error from 0 to 0.5 to compare the
average RLC packet delay found from our model and the
simulations (see Fig. 6). For the uplink 384 kbps and the
downlink 384 kbps. The RLC delay comparison is as shown
in Fig. 6(a) (based on (5)). When the downlink channel rate
is 2048 kbps, the result from our analytical model is shown
in Fig. 6(b), which matches the simulation results quite well.

4.1.3 TCP roundtrip time

To model the TCP round trip time, we still use the delay
distribution of RLC packet delivery. The TCP packet delay
in wired network is fixed. In our model, the delay in IEEE
802.11 links is much less than the delay in cellular network
or from the Internet, even several retransmissions happen
for certain links. Therefore, we do neglect this delay in the
total end-to-end delay calculation. The TCP acknowledged
packets are sent back by the UMTS uplink channel. Since
there is also no error in the uplink link channel, the delay for

acknowledgement is also fixed. There are two parts to the
delay, which can be based on various configurations. The
buffer delay is at the buffer of RLC node. The TCP trans-
mission delay here also includes the delay caused by RLC
segmentation and transmission of RLC packets. This in fact
is a non-linear problem. This is due to the fact that there are
two loops controlling the behavior of the delay introduced.
First, the TCP acting on the measured throughput at its end
and controlling the window size and the second one is due
to the ARQ mechanism introduced at the RLC. Therefore,
we have used the value of the delay measured from the sim-
ulation as an input to the model. As described in [22], this
will not affect the operational area (region of interest) of the
model.

The TCP packet delay in the RLC layer can be modeled
as follows. RLC packets are independent of each other and
the delay distribution is discussed in Sect. 4.1.2. However,
the TCP packet delay is determined by the end-to-end delay
of the last RLC packet (of a TCP packet) in the RLC layer.
Let us take m RLC packets in a TCP packet. We use Pr(k) to
denote the probability that the last RLC packet arrives at kth
time of transmission (all RLC packets arrive no latter than k

transmissions times).
The probability that for one RLC packet to be delivered

successfully is (1 − p), thus for all m RLC packets to be
delivered successfully using only one transmission (k = 1)
is represented by the probability Pr(1) which is equal to
(1 − p)m.

For one RLC packet, the probability that it can be deliv-
ered within two transmissions is

PRLC(n ≤ 2) = (1 − p) + p(1 − p) = 1 − p2. (6)

Continuing, the probability that it can be successfully deliv-
ered within k times can be expressed as

PRLC(n ≤ k) = 1 − pk. (7)
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Fig. 7 Average TCP packet delay comparison with simulations

We can show that

Pr(k) = PRLC(n ≤ k)m − PRLC(n ≤ k − 1)m, (8)

where k ≥ 2. Thus the probability distribution of the number
of transmissions of the last RLC packet in a TCP packet is,

Pr(k) = (1 − pk)m − (1 − pk−1)m (9)

where k ≥ 2. We can further use the RLC packet delay
TRLC(k) to find the average TCP packet delay,

E[TTCP(k)] =
∞∑

k=1

Pr(k) ∗ TRLC(k). (10)

Based on the (10), we plot the TCP round trip time using
the analytical model. The result is compared with the TCP
simulation result in Fig. 7 (based on (10)).

4.1.4 Throughput

The TCP bandwidth delay product [23] is a well-known con-
cept in measuring the capacity of a “network pipe”, based on
the expression Bandwidth ∗ Delay = Window ∗ Size, where
“Window” refers to the TCP window size and “Size” refers
to the TCP packet size. Since in UMTS network no RLC
packet is really lost and the error only adds to the delay of
each RLC packet and the delay of the whole TCP transmis-
sion in steady state, we can use this relation to estimate the
throughput. We use the estimated RTT of a TCP packet since
delay and the TCP window size is known in each simulation
scenario. We calculated the expected throughput and com-
pared it with the simulation results in Fig. 8 (based on band-
width delay product). The analytical result matches with the
simulation results well. We also calculated the throughput
when the downlink channel was 384 kbps and found similar
observations.

Fig. 8 TCP throughput for downlink channel 2048 kbps

4.2 Modeling throughput for IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network

The throughput in multi-hop ad-hoc network with IEEE
802.11 radio is explicitly analyzed in many previous stud-
ies [7, 8]. We therefore do not expend too many efforts on
this part in this article. We explain the rationale behind this
assumption as follows. The assumption for single flow is to
have a start. Since in both technologies, QoS can be used
to differentiate the different flows, we believe if we can use
QoS feature, we can still analyze this problem. In any sce-
nario, the network can only have one bottleneck, either in
3G cellular network or ad hoc network. Therefore, the anal-
ysis of IEEE 802.11 can be independent of the other network
(i.e., UMTS).

One concern may be the collisions from the same net-
work. The simulations of this paper is performed in an ideal
environment, which does not have any other IEEE 802.11
nodes in the environment except the experimental nodes.
The nodes are specially located at 130 m from each other.
The sensing range is set to be 550 m (in reality, this dis-
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Table 3 Maximum TCP throughput for IEEE 802.11b with and with-
out RTS/CTS mechanism [1]

Scenario 1-hop 2-hop 3-hop 4-hop

No RTS/CTS 2.26 Mb/s 1.08 Mb/s 0.75 Mb/s 0.56 Mb/s

RTS/CTS 1.31 Mb/s 0.66 Mb/s 0.41 Mb/s 0.32 Mb/s

tance is much less, especially for the indoor scenarios). In
the simulation traces (more than 100 s simulation duration),
we observe very limit collision events (only very few in the
4-hop simulation traces). As we can see in the simulation
results, the network bottleneck is always located at ad hoc
network except for one hop scenario. For the 1-hop sce-
nario, there is no collision in the topology. For other scenar-
ios, the throughput we use to predict the integrated network
end-to-end throughput is the saturated throughput in the ad
hoc network. The simulation results for throughput already
contained the collisions event’s impact.

Another concern may be the error less channel model in
IEEE 802.11. In reality, the wireless channel quality is not
the same in all the links and can be quite dynamic for cer-
tain channels (see [19]). However, as we stated in Sect. 3.3,
we still can estimate the expected packet delay for each hop,
for those very dynamic links, we can use the average packet
delivery ratio got from longer period of measurement. The
end-to-end delay of the integrated network still can be esti-
mated. Finally, we still can model the end-to-end throughput
by using those existing models for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop
networks which have been proposed and discussed for years.

We list the throughput with some network configurations
in Table 3. We combine the two models below.

4.3 Combined model

Based on the bottleneck, the end-to-end throughput is deter-
mined by the parts of link which has the lowest bandwidth.
The integrated network performance can be found using the
combined throughput. Either UMTS or IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc
network will be the bottleneck network, while the other sub-
network channel is not fully occupied. Therefore, we can
use the relation,

TpTotal = Min(TpUMTS,Tp802.11) (11)

to represent the throughput in the integrated network (here
we use Tp to represent the Throughput in the equation). The
end-to-end TCP throughput is determined by the network
which has the lowest throughput. Based on different RLC
packet error rates, the UMTS has different throughput and
IEEE 802.11 will have constant throughput.4 For the RLC

4If there is an error in IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network this conclusion
can still be applied, but the IEEE 802.11 model has to be combined
together.

Fig. 9 TCP and RLC throughput for downlink channel 2048 kbps with
a 1-hop topology

Fig. 10 TCP and RLC throughput for downlink channel 2048 kbps
with a 2-hop topology

throughput, we model it in the following way: RLC through-
put can be expressed as

VRLC = VTCP × STCP + ShT CP + Ship

STCP
× (1 + p), (12)

where VT CP represents the TCP packet throughput, ST CP

is the data size of TCP packet, ShTCP and Ship represent the
header of TCP and IP individually, and p is the RLC packet
error rate. Here, we approximate the redundant RLC retrans-
missions to be 1 + p for small values of p.

We do not assume packet loss in the IEEE 802.11 links,
however, if there are packet errors in those links, we can
still model them as follows. First, if the UMTS saturation
throughput is higher than or equal to the ad hoc network’s
saturation throughput, the UMTS network is not the bottle-
neck network and we can calculate the throughput of the
ad hoc network and then decide the end-to-end throughput
[7, 8]. Secondly, if the UMTS saturation throughput is lower
than the saturation throughput of ad hoc network, we can
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Fig. 11 TCP and RLC throughput for downlink channel 2048 kbps
with a 3-hop topology

add the “Delay” of the TCP packets in the ad hoc network to
the total delay. In this paper, we assume that there is no error
during the transmission (in some environment, the channel
can be very close to this ideal performance), therefore the
transmission delay in each hop is much less than the delay
in UMTS network. This has also been verified and is indi-
cated in the simulation traces. Therefore, we do not count
them in. In the case that there are errors in the IEEE 802.11
channels, we can still use the expected error rate to model
the expected delay in the ad hoc network. If we add this de-
lay to the UMTS network, the end-to-end throughput will be
accurate too.

We use a multi-hop topology in the integrated network
and from the Table 3 we know the throughput for IEEE
802.11 ad-hoc network with number of hops in the ad hoc
network. Therefore, we use both analytical model and sim-
ulation to get the throughput and show them in Figs. 9, 10,
11, 12 (based on (12)). We can see that our analytical model
results for both TCP and RLC throughput match our simula-
tion results very well. It indicates that our analytical model
can estimate RLC throughput well.

It is interesting to see that if the bottleneck is at IEEE
802.11, the end-to-end TCP throughput is constant when
the UMTS has an error rate between 0 and 0.15. However,
as the error rate increases in the UMTS downlink channel,
the RLC throughput increases a lot, which means more re-
sources need to be reserved in the channel. Our model can
help the system operator to predict the resource consump-
tion when a new user in the IEEE 802.11 network requests
a TCP connection. The QoS provision, resource reservation
and decision making can be achieved much easily by using
our model. The model can facilitate the operator to provide
QoS provisioning, resource reservation for single TCP flow
or achieve more fairness in resources sharing when multiple
TCP flows are in the channel.

In our model, we have used some simplifications. Indeed
we have used the standard ns-2 UMTS models especially

Fig. 12 TCP and RLC throughput for downlink channel 2048 kbps
with a 4-hop topology

validated by the networking community. Since we have two
loops that affect the throughput (TCP and the UMTS RLC
ACKs), the model is not tractable. Under this circumstance,
we have give simple methodology to track the throughput
analytically though we have depended on some simplifica-
tion. The aim of this paper is to show that the simplified
analytical expressions could indeed predict the throughput.
And this is only verified by simulations as a first step work.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an analytical model for UMTS and IEEE
802.11 integrated network is proposed to understand the dy-
namics of TCP packets over two different networks. The
TCP packet delay is decomposed into different parts and
we compare our analytical model results with the simulation
results at each stage. The analytical model matches suffi-
ciently closely with the widely used simulation results. This
indicates that our model can be used to predict the TCP
throughput over certain network configurations and manage
the channel resources well. The results are derived in a man-
ner where the end-to-end paths are decomposed. We have
provided extensive simulation results for different data rates
too. Moreover, since the results are generic, with slight mod-
ifications it can also be used for analyzing other types of traf-
fic such as MPEG-4 streaming over this integrated network.
Further, if multiple traffic flows exist in this network, the
fairness issue will be an important aspect. Our model can be
used for analyzing the fairness amongst different flows and
modify the system to reserve and allocate the resources more
efficiently. Since newer version of UMTS/HSDPA system is
being proposed, we plan to build a model for such versions
evolving from the model we have proposed here. We also
plan to generalize this framework doing away some of the
assumptions made in this article.
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